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Resolution:
Description
Currently Trac allows you to use slashes to notate a hierarchy for the wiki pages. It would be nice is RedMine would also support the
same concept.
Example.

SomePage/SomeSubPage1

SomePage/SubPage2/SubSubPage1
SomePage/SomeSubPage3

Trac also allows for directory style links. Examples [[../]] Will bring you up a level [[./SubPage2]] is a shorthand for the subpage so you
don't have to link to [[SomePage/SubPage2]] for example.
Related issues:
Duplicated by Redmine - Feature # 21549: Add the Wiki pages' hierarchy on the...

Closed

History
#1 - 2010-03-28 18:55 - Rivo Laks
This would be a very useful feature for adding some intuitive hierarchy to wiki pages.
Are there any plans to implement it in the foreseeable future?

#2 - 2012-02-23 19:27 - Matthias Lohr
+1

#3 - 2012-09-28 22:03 - Herman Fries
This could also make the "Parent page" field unnecessary as you can generate the breadcrumbs from he URL
+1

#4 - 2014-11-20 16:12 - Marcus Rejås
Herman Fries wrote:
This could also make the "Parent page" field unnecessary as you can generate the breadcrumbs from he URL
+1
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This would be really nice ...
+1

#5 - 2015-12-10 11:45 - Maxmiliano Andriani
+1

#6 - 2015-12-10 13:06 - budo kaiman
+1 if this means pages can have the same name under different parents.

#7 - 2015-12-10 22:06 - Daniel Feliciano Branco
+1

#8 - 2016-01-08 12:04 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Duplicated by Feature #21549: Add the Wiki pages' hierarchy on the URL path added
#9 - 2016-04-10 15:21 - Yehuda Deutsch
+1
In Gitlab the wiki was initialy flat, then they added support for slashes in wiki slugs.
Maybe the config/routes.rb from Gitlab will help moving this issue forward.
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab-ce/blob/master/config/routes.rb#L572

#10 - 2021-11-24 14:09 - Mega ZET
+1
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